Join Us in Washington
Peter A. Kowalski Think of the powerful influence flooding the halls of Congress will have on our bill. Last year we did well, but achieved support from only a fraction of our House members. Think how unstoppable our bill will be if most of the House members sign on. They will if they hear from you; we all know this. It's time they heard from you, and it's time they heard from your DSPs. It's time.
Think of the influence YOU can have on that member of Congress if you come to Washington with a few of your DSPs, and your whole workforce is calling those Congress people's office back at home. What House or Senate member can ignore this request? What about your fellow providers who aren't ANCOR members? Your family members and the people you do business with; can you get them to join the battle? It's time.
We were honored to have an A NCOR has stepped forward over the years to move issues involving the value of the people we support and those who provide that support. You all know that our wage bill, H.R. 1279, has been reintroduced in Congress. Perhaps you have made a call to your representatives or perhaps you are sitting on the sideline waiting for someone else to call. You all know that we have collected and spent over a million dollars in this effort over the past six years. Perhaps you have given or maybe you are waiting. Many have given; and yet many have not. It's time.
We need more from you. We need more from those who have given and we need those who haven't to step forward and join us. The concept of the National Advocacy Campaign has been to create a bipartisan, grassroots movement that spans our country, whose members will rise up with one voice at the right time. It's time.
This September we want to take the fight to the Halls of Congress in a spectacular fashion. We need you to come to Washington to the Governmental Affairs Conference, and we need you to bring your DSPs. We will be creating a special track at the conference for our DSPs that will include information on the bill and grass roots advocacy. Attendance at the conference will be free for DSPs if they join us on the Hill. Picture the halls of those congressional office buildings bustling, not with the rich and powerful, but with us! It's time. We all know that the only way to get this bill noticed and passed is to create such a ground swell that Congress has no choice. Not easy. We are not high powered. We deal with people that society devalues; they pay us low wages commensurate with that valuation. The only tool we have is the Peter A. Kowalski
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ANCOR-A national network of providers offering quality supports to people with disabilities.-www.ancor.org I deas have power-but they need legs. The eight-hour day; the minimum wage; conservation of natural resources; civil rights; women's rights; social security; Medicare and Medicaid-all these were launched as citizen's movements and won the endorsement of the political class only after the citizenry demanded that action be taken.
Democracy doesn't work without citizen activism and participation. To that end, the ANCOR National Advocacy Campaign has adjusted its tack, with an enhanced messaging, grassroots and Direct Support Professional (DSP) recognition effort in support of our federal legislative initiative.
Where Will You Be On September 11, 2007?

CEO Perspective
The theme of the NAC 2006 Annual Report is "Leading the Way," and we're doing just that. But we need your help. It's imperative that we keep "telling our stories," and turn up the heat with federal and state policymakers.
The DSP Recognition Award honorees, who were introduced in the April issue of LINKS are part of the story, as are the more than 300 recognition award nominees. But we need your DSPs to tell their story too, directly, here in Washington, D.C., on September 11.
ANCOR and its legislative partners-The Arc, UCP and Lutheran Services in America-are hosting a Capitol Hill Event in conjunction with the ANCOR Governmental Affairs Seminar (GAS), September 9-11, 2007, in Washington, D.C. In addition to an educational track See CEO page 6 located on the ANCOR homepage and on the National Issues page.
• Enter your zip code (the long version, to get the most accurate information) and press "Go". OR • Click on the first drop down menu that is labeled "directory" and find your state. 
How to Find current Legislation
Are you interested in current federal legislation but have no idea where to begin your research? There are two ways to find out.
First, ANCOR's Action Center allows you to look up current federal legislation and stay updated on votes and bills important to ANCOR members. ANCOR's Action Center features updated information on legislation through the "Issues and Legislation" section.
To find legislation on ANCOR's Action Center:
• Click on the "Issues and Legislation" L L egislators want to hear from YOU-their constituents. As a private provider, only YOU can tell your elected officials how legislation and public policy affect the people you serve, their families, and your employees. ANCOR's Government Relations Division has tools to help you take action on important federal legislation and resources to help you stay informed. This article contains "how-to" information: how to respond to an ANCOR Action Alert, how to find contact information for your elected officials, and how to find current legislation.
How to Respond to an "Action Alert"
When legislation could have an effect on ANCOR members, ANCOR may initiate an Action Alert to urge members to contact their federal representatives. Action Alerts are designed to give members an easy way to be heard on important issues that affect them.
ANCOR begins the process by sending you an email urging you to take action, such as sending an email message or letter to an elected official. The Action Alert is also posted on the ANCOR website in the Action Center box on ANCOR's homepage and on ANCOR's Members' Only page.
When you receive an email urging you to take action, the first step in responding to the alert is to click on the "Take Action!" link at the top right of the email text. This takes you to the alert in the Action Center. Sometimes ANCOR provides a form message for each Action Alert, and this message is at the bottom of the alert. However, individualized messages are more effective than scripted ones, so you are encouraged to personalize the message by explaining how proposed legislation may affect your agency. To personalize the message, click inside the "Editable Text" box and begin adding more details about your agency. Personalization is not required but is encouraged for maximum effect.
After finalizing the message, you must complete the contact information. (The system does not allow anonymous messages.) Based on the contact information, the system looks up your specific legislators and then directs the message or messages to the appropriate recipients.
How to Contact Your Elected Officials
Have you ever wanted to contact your senators or representatives about an issue or schedule an appointment but didn't know where or how to find their information? ANCOR's Government Relations Division has several resources available that will help you find the answers to these questions.
There are two ways for members to learn details about elected officials, how to contact their offices about issues, and how to request meetings. The first way is to use ANCOR's Action Center. The Action Center provides you with information to contact members of Congress and the president.
How to use the ANCOR Action
Center to find your elected officials:
• Go to the ANCOR Action Center:
http://www.ancor.org/capwiz/ index.cfm • Under "Elected Officials," enter your ZIP Code and click "Go". The system will use the information you submit to provide you with your state and federal officials' contact information.
Second, on the ANCOR homepage is a link to a Federal and State Official Directory, which contains even more details on your federal representatives, state representatives, and governor. This tool includes office contact information, staff contact information, biographic information, and is in an easily printable format.
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For the rest of the story, the article in full, and to view charts of the findings, click here http://www.ancor.org/members/links/ State_Medicaid_Rankings.doc CEO, from page 3 ANCOR member to support travel for at least one direct support staff member, person served and/or family member to come to Washington to tell their story.
As I noted at the beginning, we need legs to support H.R. 1279. And, we know from history, that the only way to win over the nation's policymakers is through the focused action of many engaged and committed citizens. Make your commitment today to join us on September 11! ■
ANCOR-A national network of providers offering quality supports to people with disabilities.-www.ancor.org the fall DSP event. Additional details about the fall DSP event will be forthcoming, but ANCOR members can RSVP DSP commitments to ANCOR's advocacy consultant, Daryn Demeritt, at ddemeritt@fieldgoals.net.
A DSP is no different than any other employee-they like to feel appreciated and they like to feel that they are part of a team. While we advocate for better compensatory appreciation, DSP participation in You Need to Know Me initiatives, like the fall D.C. event, will Make a Difference to the DSP, the workforce and your organization.
Make your commitment to participate today!
Update from the Hill
The Direct Support Professionals Fairness and Security Act, H.R. 1279, has gained an average of 13 co-sponsors a month since its introduction to United States House of Representatives on March 1, 2007. As of this writing, the bill has 29 co-sponsors (18 Democrats and 11 Republicans). To find out if your U.S. Representative is a co-sponsor or to send a letter asking your U.S. Representative to become a co-sponsor, please visit ANCOR's Action Center today. (http://capwiz.com/ancor/issues/ alert/?alertid=9723141&type=CO.) ■ and they and their colleagues will appreciate that their employer is so committed to their issues. Second, the DSP visits to Capitol Hill will help raise your organization's profile with members of your Congressional delegation. Third, it presents a great opportunity to showcase the DSPs and workforce issues in local media and newsletter accounts. Finally, it will help you build a stable of self-advocates-both participating DSPs and those influenced by their participation-who can serve as a tremendous asset to your state-based advocacy endeavors.
Specific to details of the fall DSP event, all participating providers or associations will be responsible for DSP travel and lodging costs, but there will be no registration fee for participating DSPs and scholarship opportunities may be available. The DSP program, held in concert with ANCOR's Government Activities Seminar, will include an afternoon of DSP professional development activities and evening entertainment on September 10; advocacy training for visits to Congressional offices, a DSP rally on Capitol Hill and meetings with Congressional offices (scheduled by participants) on September 11.
ANCOR also encourages its members and partners to include people with disabilities and family voices in Though You Need to Know Me is a fresh concept with growing infrastructure, early response to a more DSPfocused approach has surpassed expectations. It's about more than the immeasurable value DSP voices add to our direct lobbying, media outreach or public education efforts. It's also about the infectious enthusiasm and morale building opportunities that greater DSP involvement gives us.
That is why it is so critical for you to send DSPs to Washington, D.C., September 10th and 11th to lobby for DSP legislation and to participate in a DSP educational track at ANCOR's Government Activities Seminar. While your DSPs will undoubtedly help federal advocacy efforts, they'll also get some free professional development and their participation will benefit you back home.
How does sending DSPs to D.C. help at home? First, they'll be excited that they have the chance to participate; The work performed by these socalled "learned professionals" must include "work which is predominantly intellectual in character, and which includes work requiring the consistent exercise of discretion and judgment, as distinguished from performance of routine mental, manual, mechanical or physical work."
Exercising discretion and independent judgment generally involves the comparison and evaluation of alternative courses of conduct and making a decision after the various possibilities have been considered. DoL expects exempt professionals to have the authority to make independent choices educational requirements for their case managers in limited general terms, such as "a bachelor's degree in social sciences" are invariably informed by Department of Labor (DoL) officials that the learned professional exemption does not apply. Where they have gone into greater detail there is a more positive outcome.
Advanced Specialized Training and Job Duties Are Key
Case managers with a masters degree (MSW) and certification in social work are generally considered to be exempt when working in the field of their degree. They are found to have the recognized professional status required by the regulations. Those who supervise other employees may also be paid on a salary basis under the exemption for "executives" for their supervisory and management responsibilities.
While a requirement that all of an agency's case managers have a bachelor's degree in social sciences is considered insufficient, DoL has agreed that more specific educational requirements support such an exemption. Two DoL opinion letters describe their expectations for meeting the learned professional exemption. In one such case the agency requires a master's degree in social work or human behavioral science or a bachelor's degree
Federal Wage and Hour Guidance
Joni Fritz, Labor Standards Specialist A NCOR has recently received inquiries from members who believe that some of their case managers meet federal criteria for exempt professionals. In most situations case managers are not considered to be exempt and must be paid on an hourly basis and receive overtime when they work for more than 40 hours in a workweek. However, in limited cases these employees may be exempt if they have the proper educational background or function as supervisors rather than, or in addition to, working directly with the people who receive supports.
The exemption for professionals in the human services field requires: compensation on a salary or fee basis at a rate of not less than $455 per week, exclusive of board, lodging or other facilities; and their primary duty must be the performance of work "requiring knowledge of an advanced type in a field of science or learning customarily acquired by a prolonged course of specialized intellectual instruction."
The rules themselves specifically state that the educational requirement cannot be attained at the high school level. Nor is this "learned professional" exemption available for occupations that customarily may be performed with only the general knowledge acquired by an academic degree in any field. It also does not apply to occupations in which most employees have acquired their skill by experience rather than by advanced specialized intellectual instruction. Only occupations that customarily require specialized academic training are considered learned professional fields under the regulations.
Agencies that have described the
Strict Educational and Work Duties Needed to Exempt Case Managers
See Case Managers page 10 While not sure of specific instances in which the CDS had been used to train nurses, Nalker and Burck thought it could be and met with Ashley Lacoste, the department's administrator. After studying the idea, the project got the green light. The targeted nurses were approved to provide only in-home respite and attendant care services as individual Medicaid providers. They may not employ others to work for them, Burck explained.
On June 1, 2006, the 60 nurses, with an average of 20 years in the profession, began using the CDS to receive required annual and quarterly training. Upon completion of the first year's curriculum the nurses will receive an increased reimbursement rate that will be effective on July 1, 2007.
Working with the nurses, Burck developed a core curriculum of 12 courses that were customized because of the nurses' obvious medical background. The nurses were assigned one course a month.
After six months, the nurses were surveyed to gauge their level of learning and satisfaction. Burck said the data was gathered anonymously to elicit more forthright answers. There were ten questions asked in Likert Scale format as well as five anecdotal questions regarding the technical assistance they received, future applications of CDS, and direct testimony of better services.
On a scale of 1 to 5, all of the responses to the CDS were greater than 4, validating that the CDS helped improve skills and the nurses' understanding of their role in providing supports. They also agreed that the CDS is convenient, accessible and reliable. In addition, they said they would recommend it to their peers, for use by all service providers and as means of learning for families.
Burck said a variety of themes emerged in analyzing the responses to the open-ended question, "What would you like the Mississippi Department of Mental Health to know about using the College of Direct Support to teach service providers?" "There were many indications that respondents were very satisfied with the ease, efficiency and effectiveness of the CDS. Most reported that the CDS was convenient and easy to use," Burck said.
But beyond the ease and convenience of the CDS, respondents noted the improved quality of training they received. One nurse noted the applicability of CDS beyond the specific current work role in that it was "very informative and the knowledge gained can be applied in all areas of nursing care." "This survey reinforces the success that the CDS is bringing to Mississippi. It makes a strong inference that regardless of the level of college preparation or professionalism, there is much to be learned in the field of disability through the CDS," Burck said. "If nurses feel more prepared for their jobs, then imagine how much more direct support staff will benefit from this unique and important learning opportunity." 
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"free from immediate direction or supervision and with respect to matters of significance." The job descriptions and actual tasks performed by employees must demonstrate a high degree of autonomy regarding decisions of great importance to the employer.
On the other hand, employees who merely apply knowledge in following prescribed procedures or determining which procedure to follow, or who determine whether an object falls into one or another of a number of definite grades, classes, or other categories is not considered to be exercising discretion and independent judgment within the meaning of federal rules, even if there is some freedom in reaching conclusions.
The provision of the professional exemption will be considered on an employee by employee basis. However, if within an employer's class of exempt professionals just one fails to meet either the educational or the duties test the exemption of all will be threatened.
Copies of the two relevant opinion letters can be found in the "members only" section of the ANCOR web site. While there was no "one size fits all" model for supporting individuals in the community, the diversity of perspectives had these characteristics in common:
• They had been supporting individuals with a variety of needs in the community for 15 years or longer.
• The agency's leadership fostered a strong, values-based culture.
• The power of person-centered planning and the use of natural supports wherever possible were integral to service delivery.
• Ongoing collaboration and cooperation with funding sources and local community members were ingrained strategies.
The organizations emphasized that their service delivery approach was financially viable; was possible for individuals with significant needs, including those requiring 24/7 supports; and that the key agency indicator for success was the creation of a learning organization where stakeholders were included in the discussion and planning for how to support the people they served.
The participating agencies were small to medium-sized, supporting between 30 to 100 people with disabilities. While transformation can seem like a daunting process for many agencies, one conference participant noted how his organization had begun the transformation process by focusing on one portion of the organization's overall service delivery options-group homes-and making the transformation one group home at a time. This strategy provided an experiential model that served to assuage the concerns of staff that a transformation was not possible or that it would be too complicated to accomplish effectively.
Some of the "right ingredients" for successful agency transformation included:
1. Consistent and clear values surrounding individualized supports; self-directed services; community connections and building social capital. It is imperative that there be a focus on finding partners in the community and joining with other community groups that need the same types of community support, such as transportation, housing and health care.
2. Leaders with a clear vision who can effectively reframe the issues, understand the processes of organizational change/transformation, and are committed to broad-based collaborations with key stakeholders, funding sources, and the community at large.
3. A well-trained and engaged workforce.
4. A decentralized business model, where increased controls are placed in the hands of DSPs and others closest to the customer. 5. Consistent, sound financial management encompassing the best possible use of available resources for the individuals served.
The NC Conference provided something special; it provided an opportunity for all those around the table to discuss challenges and success stories in moving toward individualized supports. This spirit of cooperation and friendship will continue online through the creation of the Asheville Coalition. This site (http://www.nc-ddc.org/ ashevillecoalition.html) will serve as an online community to connect the over 200 conference participants and the broader community in an ongoing dialogue regarding the delivery of self-directed, individualized supports to people with disabilities. 
POSITIVE OUTCOMES:
A Provider's Guide to Active Treatment L ike most providers, ANCOR member Ability Beyond Disability (Bethel, CT) was facing a significant challenge in the recruitment and retention of DSPs. Determined to reduce the organization's 23 percent turnover rate, Ability Beyond Disability made two major changes in its hiring process. The first was to begin making hiring decisions almost right away-within 48 hours of the first interview, or even sooner. This decision, however, was contingent upon an applicant passing a background check, a physical exam and a drug screening.
The second change was to stop hiring for specific openings and hire instead for direct-support professionals in general. Individual hires now undergo extensive training and visit a variety of settings to see the different roles a DSP may perform. For two to three months, these new hires, called intern floaters, are exposed to a variety of jobs before they commit to working in a particular setting.
By restructuring the hiring process, Ability Beyond Disability has been able to reduce turnover and keep good candidates who might have previously chosen to leave the organization because one or more elements of the job, such as the job schedule, did not work for them.
Recruiter Maren Millard says, "The new system's overall flexibility eases some of the pressure on HR and recruiters, because there is less emphasis on providing the perfect candidate for the particular job."
While less than a year into this process, there is evidence the approach is working. To date, the gap in direct-support staffing has shrunk to just 1 percent, down from 10.5 percent and retention appears to be improving, down from 23 to 21 percent.
There have been numerous benefits to the organization as well. Hiring managers are now able to get temporary help through the scheduling office. Currently, subs can be found about 75 percent of the time. Before implementing this new hiring process, substitutes could only be found approximately 10 percent of the time, often requiring the agency to provide overtime pay to the workers.
This new approach, when supplemented with intensive classroom and on-site learning, has helped produce well trained direct support staff who understand the demands of the position, and are choosing those duties that most closely align with their skills and interests. New hires report being enthused, excited and engaged in the work at hand, all critical components of maintaining a stable workforce in the field. 
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Models of Practice: Recruitment and Retention
Ability Beyond Disability Noted for Innovative Hiring Practices in HR Magazine
ANCOR's Resource Partners can be found on the following pages:
T he Resource Partners Guide features a cross-section of the consultants and firms available to support the private provider industry's diverse operational, management and development needs as well as provide agencies with a meaningful agency tool and resource.
The consultants and firms featured in this Guide offer products, services, and knowledge to the private provider industry as well as expertise and experience in the following areas:
• S imply put, we purchase existing homes and custom build new homes for service providers nationwide. In return, our clients lease the homes back from us at an affordable rate. By allowing our team to assume all of the roles, responsibilities and financing risk attributed to obtaining a new and/or replacement home, our clients are given the valuable opportunity to increase cash flow, focus more time on fulfilling mission-based goals, achieve liquidity and further enhance their operations.
Our services can help alleviate one of the more pressing issues providers face today, the ability to acquire appropriately designed, safe and secure residential housing. In addition, as overhead costs continue to rise and state reimbursement plans remain uncertain, it is becoming increasingly difficult for organizations to commit the funds traditionally required to finance the purchase or construction of a new home.
There are significant benefits attributed to utilizing our services. First, from our own experience as a residential support provider, we know that every home will need to meet individual consumer needs. This is why we treat every project independently. Whether we're modifying an already existing home to become wheelchair accessible or custom building multiple homes, we provide the same level of exclusive service and expertise to every project.
Secondly, there is not another company today that can equal the combination of experience and resources we offer. In fact, we have been told by our clients that our immediate access to capital and true understanding of their operational issues provides for an unparalleled level of comfort and support.
The third, and one of the most important points, is the fact that we understand the importance of remaining flexible and uniquely responsive to our clients' needs. We demonstrate this focus by offering customized solutions. It can be through the home selection process or details outlined in the lease that our clients are able to realize a tailored residential program that has been designed specifically around their operational parameters.
Improving the lives of persons with developmental disabilities -this is the foundation of CapGrow Partners. Just like you, we are committed to enhancing the lives of your clients. We also want to make it possible for you to offer the highest level of service and amenities available today. We encourage you to give us a call so that you can learn exactly how our services can most appropriately benefit your organization.
Three reasons why ANCOR members should contact CapGrow Partners:
• Purchase/Lease
We will work with you to determine the best new housing option, purchase the home, incorporate any required modifications and lease the home directly to you or your clients
• Sale/Leaseback We can purchase the current home(s) that you own, perform any necessary updates/modifications and lease the home(s) back to you -up to 100% equity realization
• Build-to-Suit/Lease We have the expertise and resources required to custom build a home to your specifications and needs, and then lease the home to you he Employee Benefit and Communication Program is offered to all ANCOR members at no additional cost to your agency. The program educates your employees on their benefit package and the associated cost through a "Personalized Benefit Statement." This communication process will give your employees a better understanding of their total compensation. Studies have shown that communication of benefits and the cost associated with them has lowered employee turnover, boosted employee morale and increased productivity.
The EBCP gives each employee the opportunity to face financial security issues for themselves and their families through sensible and affordable solutions. All employees, whether interested or not in additional products or services will come away from the consultation with a new understanding and appreciation of the many benefits provided to them by your agency. Please note that this benefit in no way replaces or duplicates any of your existing programs.
What's in it for you?
Your agency benefits because you:
• Maximize the "Return On Investment" with your current benefits program.
• Communicate your benefits to your employees, and the dollar cost associated with them.
• Control the increasing cost of providing benefits.
• Provide a benefits package that satisfies your entire employee population.
• Recruit and retain quality employees.
What's in it for your employees?
Your employees benefit because they:
• Have a better understanding of their current benefits and the cost associated with them.
• Have access to a larger portfolio of benefits.
• Have the ability to build a benefits plan based on their own individual needs.
• Have benefits that are affordable and portable through the convenience of payroll deduction.
• Qualify for benefits on a group basis.
Summary of Program
• Provide benefit communication to all employees.
• Provide a "Personalized Benefit Statement" to each employee, enhancing their awareness of the cost of benefits.
• Offer voluntary products with no change to your existing benefits.
• Ease of administration.
Three reasons why ANCOR members should contact Colonial Insurance Agency, LLC:
• Strengthen the employer/ employee relationship by expanding your current benefits package at no additional cost to your agency.
• Provide benefit communication and personalized benefit statements to all employees.
• Enhance your employee's understanding of their current benefit package and the cost associated with it. 
Satisfaction Modules
Family/Guardian Satisfaction ModuleDo you know what your families and guardians are saying about your organization? Our Family/Guardian Satisfaction Survey removes the guesswork and places the facts in your hands. You get "Actionable" information that empowers and encourages you and your leadership staff to effect real change. Surveys are offered for a variety of services provided by your company.
Employee Satisfaction Module -
Are you wondering how to motivate and retain your employees? Our Employee Satisfaction Survey supplies the answers. We reveal what employees report are the most and least important job satisfaction factors, key satisfaction drivers, and your company's strengths and opportunities. Analyzed by our experts and returned in an easy to read and interpret format, this module provides invaluable insight for the astute employer.
Customized analysis and reports are available to meet every Human Service need. For a complimentary, custom consultation, contact us at 888-893-1937 or visit us on the web at www.deyta.com.
Three reasons why ANCOR members need DEYTA:
• DEYTA creates a Collaborative Partnership with our clients to provide true "Performance Management" systems and meet our client's needs with the highest level of Customer Service.
• DEYTA applies a Perpetual approach for "Actionable" Operational reports, based on actual month of service provided.
• DEYTA's System Flexibility supports our Client's Business Drivers and reveals Performance Improvement Opportunities. or clinical staff, finance, and executive management, Total: Impact provides the most comprehensive suite of software, strategic consulting services and deployment expertise for significantly improving the performance of human services organizations. The Total: Impact suite, which includes Total: Record, Total: Quality and Total: Service, helps significantly improve the effectiveness of human services organizations by enabling them to focus on providing the best possible services to their clients. From intake to discharge, scheduling to integrating with accounting -decision makers throughout the organization gain anytime, anywhere access to the information they need, organized the way they need it.
Total: Record
Total: Record is an integrated, browserbased system designed to improve how providers manage their clinical and reimbursement processes. The solution provides a breakthrough approach to integrating the clinical and administrative functions within human services organizations while minimizing duplication of effort, frustration and financial penalties associated with lack of sufficient information and processes. Total: Record provides real-time visibility into revenues and enables the organization to track services provided against authorizations received, validity of claims, comprehensive clinical information, and enrollment and intake information about clients receiving service. According to Nancy 
Total: Quality
Total: Quality is the only organizational assessment management solution in the human services market today. Total: Quality is a web-based software application that simplifies data collection and analysis to help executive and program management create a quality-driven organization that supports results oriented change. The solution facilitates program and department operational alignment on strategies and tasks, and promotes timely, uniform reporting that helps close the gap between planning and implementation. Management can define quality objectives, set benchmarks for success and analyze data to improve performance. Users can easily track progress on key performance metrics such as customer satisfaction, medication error rates, incident occurrence, and other key indicators. Total: Quality helps organizations ensure that they are able to adapt and conform to constantly changing regulatory requirements. Three reasons why ANCOR members should contact Esteam:
Total: Quality Benefits
• We offer a comprehensive, enterprise-wide software solution to boost organizational productivity, encourage continuous improvement and manage quality
• Esteam solutions handle the most complex billing environments including electronic claims delivery, the need to connect service claim data to authorization caps, and support for multiple funding sources
• Customers receive tangible, measurable productivity gains and reduce expenses every day The only thing stronger than our furniture is our dedication to customer satisfaction! Our people understand the needs of your residents and the realities of your budget. Our products make your residents feel right at home, while our prices allow you to only pay for what you truly need. Quite simply, we are not satisfied until you are. Members of ANCOR receive an extra 1% to 5% discount, in addition to standard 50% off pricing, when purchasing quality furniture designed for group living environments.
Furniture Concepts and Furniture Associates have over 25 years of experience furnishing MR/DD group homes, developmental centers, residential treatment centers and transitional housing facilities. From beds and wardrobes, to sofas, chairs, dining tables, mattresses and more, the folks at Furniture Concepts and Furniture Associates are eager to fulfill your furnishing needs with reliable service, on-time delivery and a fierce dedication to customer satisfaction.
Furniture Concepts and Furniture Associates is your exclusive source for TOUGH STUFF -a collection of contract and institutional furnishings with the look and feel of home. TOUGH STUFF seating pieces and mattresses meet all applicable fire ratings and are available with fluid-proof covers that look and feel like fabric. All wood storage pieces are designed to be durable, warm-looking and easy to maintain. Better yet, most furniture and mattresses can be customized to your specifications.
Furniture Concepts and Furniture Associates is a third generation, familyowned and operated wholesale distributor and manufacturer's representative for a broad variety of companies that supply furnishings for hard-use environments. With existing customers in every state, including Hawaii and Alaska as well as Mexico, the Caribbean and Canada, the company provides dockside delivery, inside delivery or full service installation when required.
Providers of service balance many difficult issues in their quest to provide quality services. Furniture Concepts and Furniture Associates provide assistance to help you keep environments "homelike" but easy for staff to maintain. The company focuses on providing TOUGH STUFF -furnishings that are reasonably priced and durable, as well as easy to maintain and repair. Products include almost every item needed to furnish the typical group living or community based setting, from framed art to lamps and furniture for the living room, dining room, bedroom and staff offices.
Furniture Concepts and Furniture Associates understand the problems inherent in providing furniture used in residential care settings, and have worked with both forprofit and non-profit providers of service nationwide. They've done the research so you don't have to. Their recommendations can often improve the therapeutic function of the immediate environment, while conserving capital expenditure funds, and facilitating repair and maintenance.
Interior design services are offered without charge, along with additional custom options designed and created to meet the specific needs of the individuals served. Products are backed by warranties ranging from 5 years to 10 years.
Feel free to call at 800-969-4100 with your comments or questions, or visit the website at www.furnitureconcepts.com. Furniture Concepts and Furniture Associates are eager to be of service, and look forward to serving you.
Three reasons why ANCOR members should contact Furniture Concepts/Furniture Associates:
• As a Vendor Partner with ANCOR, Furniture Concepts/ Furniture Associates offers ANCOR members an extra discount in addition to standard 50% off pricing.
• Furniture Concepts/Furniture Associates is your exclusive source for TOUGH STUFF-a collection of contract and institutional furnishings with the look and feel of home. We understand the needs of your residents and the realities of your budget.
• Over 25 years of customer satisfaction, on-time delivery, interior design and service to the MR/DD and human services community assure you of purchasing furniture that truly fulfills your residents' needs. That is what happened when a metropolitan agency outsourced its clinical supports to The Futures HealthCore. This project involved the support of people with complex disabilities living in community residences. Occupational Therapists, Physical Therapists, Nurses, Dietitians and Speech Language Pathologists were hired from the outsourcing agency.
The first year of operation resulted in significant changes within the system, and provided a variety of learning opportunities for clinical and administrative staff:
• Clinicians could recommend supports they determined to be necessary and the team discussed recommendations to determine the most appropriate service delivery.
• Clinicians considered the ways that community supports could be used.
• Pay status for clinicians was moved from salaried to hourly. • Caseloads became dynamic-swelling as people achieved levels of medical stability and decreasing as hospitalizations and acute illnesses were noted.
• Turnover of staff in consumer residences was significant resulting in Futures clinicians spending increased amounts of time on training. • Turnover of Futures clinicians was only 8%. Clinicians reported increased professional satisfaction and appreciation of greater autonomy and accountability.
As the project progresses, the clinical and organizational foundations have been enhanced, new processes have developed and existing processes strengthened:
• The Quality Assurance process has become more functional and sophisticated. • Documentation is timely, thorough, and integrated into the outsourcing agency's system. • Difficulties between the outsourcing agency and Futures are addressed in a collegial fashion, with positive outcomes for both agencies and consumers.
• Clinicians are working in the community with people of all socio-economic levels.
• Therapy programs are more comprehensive so that the outsourcing agency is able to accept more consumers with a wider variety of clinical needs.
These improvements would be significant if they represented clinical developments alone; however, the cost savings to the outsourcing agency was more than 25% in the first two years of the project.
These cost savings may not be able to be realized at every juncture, due to the medical complexities with which we wrestle, but in a managed system, at least we understand the reasons for the costs and we know we have done all we can to reduce them.
Three Reasons why ANCOR members should contact The Futures HealthCore:
Futures' clinicians and management staff are committed to:
• Work that makes a real difference in the lives of the people entrusted to our care.
• Maintaining outstanding clinical services and programs while implementing sensible cost-containment strategies.
• Ensuring that our work is thoughtful, caring, and directed toward outcomes that matter in the lives of the people we serve. Futures' clinicians and management staff are committed to:
• Ensuring that our work is thoughtful, caring, and directed toward outcomes that matter in the lives of the people we serve.
The services we offer include:
• MRDD Solutions'™ products and services slash agency costs, boost profit margins, and increase operational efficiency. This occurs by leveraging technology, using industry "best practices", and integrating software systems in order to eliminate redundant data entry of accounting, billing, payroll, HR, and consumer management information.
MRDD SOLUTIONS I n our twelve-plus years of experience in working with MR/DD providers across the country, MRDD Solutions has historically found providers are forced to run disconnected systems for accounting, billing, and client management functions. Few software systems on the market are suited for the specific needs of a MR/DD provider. In most cases, providers who run "disconnected" systems are burdened by the inefficiencies due to the lack of electronic communication between systems and the workarounds created in order for the software to function in a MR/DD environment. The incredible levels of inefficiency come with the high price tag of administrative costs and the lack of adequate managerial reporting..
Our solutions have paved-the-way for more than 103 providers in 19 states to become more efficient by using integrated software systems to improve efficiencies in multiple areas of agency management thereby reducing administrative costs. This includes an "integrated" MR/DD software system that focuses on accounting, payroll, billing, consumer management, human resources, fund raising, incident tracking, and other related functions. The system shares data electronically and eliminates redundant entry of the same data in unrelated software programs. Other focuses include an Automated Forms Processing service that eliminates manual data entry for common processes such as payroll and billing by digitally processing paper forms.
Larry White, ANCOR member and Executive Director of Anne Grady Center, best describes the results obtained by MRDD Solutions' customers by saying, "We were expanding in services, staff, and revenue, but could not tell which services were making money. We contracted with MRDD Solutions to install the Integrated Software Series© and help us streamline our business department. The software and services from MRDD Solutions paid for itself the first year and provided a 58.1% return on investment (ROI). We saved at least $100,000 in the first year, not to mention we have an accurate picture of our finances for the first time ever."
The Integrated Software Series© is the flagship product. It is a series of 14 modules that can be run individually with your existing systems or in an integrated series. These modules include: Three reasons why ANCOR members should contact MRDDSolutions:
Core Accounting
• Successful installations at more than 103 agencies in over 19 states have proven that our products work. Expect our concepts to pay for themselves within six to eight months and provide generous ROI in the first year.
• We live and breathe MR/DD! Our products and services are uniquely tailored to serve the needs of the industry with a perspective that no other vendor can offer.
• "Profit" is not a dirty word. For profit or non-profit, our professionals will introduce you to technology that lets you earn more revenue with less administrative expense. Philadelphia Insurance Companies is committed to providing ANCOR members with a quality insurance program. Our underwriting flexibility enables us to address the unique exposures of non-profit organizations while considering budgetary constraints. We provide competitively priced policies, local service and differentiated coverage features designed to protect our customers. Our package policies and loss control services are uniquely designed to fulfill a wide range of special insurance needs for ANCOR members. F Fo oc cu us s o on n t th he e t th hi in ng gs s t th ha at t m ma at tt te er r. . W We e' 'l ll l h ha an nd dl le e t th he e r ri is sk k. . 
MRDD Solutions
PHILADELPHIA INSURANCE COMPANIES
BENEFITS OF OUR COVERAGE
General
AccessPhly Loss Control
Protect your business with AccessPhly loss control services at www.losscontrol. com. Keep costs down by choosing industry specific safety programs. We'll show you how to implement Client Training Services and Risk Management Reporting that get results.
• Large network of loss control and risk management professionals with expertise in all aspects of safety nationwide • Quality and timely risk assessment and loss prevention services • Risk management program tailored for your needs
Remember to tell us you are an ANCOR member when you call.
Three reasons why ANCOR members should contact Philadelphia Insurance Companies:
• Strength -We are rated A+ (Superior) by A.M. Best Company, the principal U.S. rating agency for insurers. Only 5% of the 3,350 U.S. insurance companies earn this rating.
• Experience -We have 16+ years experience writing non-profit organizations.
• Expertise -We have a large network of loss control and risk management professionals with expertise in all aspects of safety. We will tailor a risk management program for your agency and provide access to our industry specific , proprietary website, www.losscontrol.com. 
Philadelphia Insurance Companies
LINKS
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Mark Lore PRESIDENT
Ride-Away Handicap Equipment Corporation
Not only does Ride-Away provide all types of vehicles for organizations that work with people who have disabilities, but their staff is very involved in many organizations just like yours. President Mark Lore has served as Treasurer and Chairman of the Board for a variety of non-profits while supporting and encouraging others at Ride-Away to also get involved. RideAway is also a longtime employer of people with all types of disabilities, including those with developmental disabilities.
SPECIAL SECTION RIDE-AWAY HANDICAP EQUIPMENT CORPORATION I
n 1986, Ride-Away was started in order to provide high quality vehicle modifications to people with disabilities. Today, RideAway has become America's largest provider of modified vehicles and adaptive equipment for people with disabilities and its employees are recognized as both industry experts and community leaders throughout the East coast. Ride-Away's long-term success is based on one simple premise -the quality of life in our communities directly affects the success of our business -a simple premise but one that speaks to the very nature of RideAway, its culture and its commitment to greatness.
Giving back to the communities in which they serve is just one way Ride-Away honors its longevity, success and leadership position. Their philanthropic commitment occurs on several fronts, most notably through corporate giving and employee involvement. Over the past ten years, Ride-Away has, on average, contributed more than 10% of its annual profits to various endeavors. Most of their corporate giving is driven by employees who work with community agencies to identify the best programs to address local needs and enhance quality of life. The organizations and agencies they support are as diverse as the people they assist. Whether it's getting involved in a civic organization, running a relay to help fight Multiple Sclerosis or joining in a wide range of community activities, that dedication to serve has been a benchmark for Ride-Away and its employees since the beginning. In fact, it has become an integral part of how Ride-Away does business. Together, their 150 employees donate more than 5,000 hours of volunteer time annually to reach into their communities and support local initiatives. Top three reasons to use Ride-Away for your transportation solutions:
Chassis Acquisition
• One call for chassis acquisitions, trades, handicap equipment, financing or leasing options, service protection, rentals and a total needs analysis ensuring you get the right vehicle at the right price.
• Ride-Away offers complete passenger assistive technique training, ensuring your Direct Care staff handles both the client and equipment properly and with confidence.
• 24-hour service, loaners, rentals, FMVSS compliance, pickup and deliver, 30-day guarantee on all pre-owned vehicle and access to a reciprocal service network of over 160 dealers.
The SteadyCare System reliably monitors Awake Overnight Staff. Sleep better knowing your employees are alert and ready to care for clients. SteadyCare is a patented call-in system that is easy to set up and easy to run. It's so inexpensive, you can't afford not to use it.
SPECIAL SECTION STEADYCARE
A major concern for agencies providing 24-hour service to their clients is whether their Awake Overnight Staff is, indeed, awake. Many methods have been tried. Some agencies use video equipment-expensive and invasive. Others have employees call into voicemail boxes-inefficient and not particularly reliable. Then there are surprise spot checks. Day staff always dread pulling the short straw for those in-the-middle-of-thenight spot checks. So what if there is a check at 2? What goes on before the day shift takes over hours later?
Should the Awake Overnight Staff be asleep when an emergency occurs, the facility-your facility-would be at extreme risk.
Faced with this problem, the SteadyCare system was developed. It is a patented call-in service that is easy to set up-all that's needed is a telephone and computer-inexpensive with no special training necessary, and most importantly, reliable.
How does it work? Every overnight staff member gets a personal ID number. At regular assigned intervals chosen by the agencymidnight, 1 a.m., 2 a.m., 3 a.m. or on the half-hour-the employee calls a designated number, enters the ID number, and states his or her name.
This data is recorded and compiled into an e-mail that is sent to each supervisor at the end of the shift. It lists any homes where staff members missed calling in and includes an Excel spreadsheet showing all calls made.
In the morning, supervisors can quickly scan the e-mail and at a glance, see who missed calls the night before.
"We feel like we finally have a handle on what is happening in our 28 homes overnight," Sue Casey of Delta Projects said. "Since using SteadyCare, the number of overnight incidents has decreased."
The response to SteadyCare has been incredible. It has received 100-percent satisfaction from every level of the organization-from the CEO to overnight staff themselves. The overnight staff appreciates the system. It helps them stay awake, and it shows they are on the job.
And SteadyCare is not expensive. We are talking as little as $2 a day. Think about it. Can you afford not to use SteadyCare?
You worry about the people for whom you are entrusted. So do we. You want them and their families to know they are receiving the best and most responsible care. So do we.
And how do we do that? SteadyCare provides a valuable link to your employees that translates into them doing the best for your clients.
Test-drive SteadyCare. Sign up today for our 30-day, free trial offer.
Three reasons why ANCOR members should contact SteadyCare:
• Safe Responsible Care
We take the worry out of wondering if your overnight staff is awake and caring for clients. Our system eliminates those dreaded 2 a.m. spot checks and clogged voicemail boxes. Agencies that use it say they can't afford not to.
• No software, easy to use SteadyCare requires only a phone line, computer and a few minutes of staff training.
• Low, low cost Pennies a call for the peace of mind SteadyCare brings you. mation and progress in a way that can be efficiently stored, followed up on, communicated and shared across programs.
Secure Communications (SComm)
Contrary to regular emails, communication through SComm is safe and HIPAA compliant. General e-mail features are all supported by this application.
Supported Employment Tracking
Designed to help provider agencies that directly employ people with developmental disability with job definition, wage determination, pay calculation, etc.
Staff Scheduling
Allows agencies to effectively manage work hours of employees by setting up weekly and monthly schedules.
Attendance
An ideal tool for easy day to day data collection for the billing module as well as for recording daily attendance of individuals in their corresponding programs.
Electronic Billing
To assist the billing process of providers funded by Medicaid. Users can create and send professional claims for a single or multiple individuals for one or more of their service lines.
T-Notes
Attach T-Notes on certain Therap application forms which works exactly like its real life counterparts in that T-Notes can be put up and removed.
Visit www.TherapServices.net to know more.
General Event Reports (Incident and Medication Error Reports)
E fficiently report and follow up on a wide range of incidents including injury, medication errors, death and other incidents while conforming with specific state requirements and jurisdictions.
Individual Service Plans
Plan in detail all the programs or services to be provided for an individual. Define goals to be met and the guidelines and services to be implemented and track progress towards these goals.
ISP Template Library
The ISP Library allows you to create service plan templates. When entering a new plan for an individual, staff members can pull out plans from this library and personalize it.
Health Tracking
Record and follow up on many categories of health data such as vital signs, weight, menses, blood glucose, seizures, wound assessments, breathing treatments, lab tests and many more.
Therap Calendar
Designed to keep track of upcoming events, day notes, appointments and other day to day events for users.
Individual Data Forms
Thera IDF form contains information about an individual's identification, contacts, medical data, and insurance.
T-Logs
Collect and communicate day-to-day infor- Therap is an online service bureau offering secure online documentation and information services specially tailored to the needs of the Developmental Disability community. It improves care by facilitating communication among providers, programs, staff, regulators, state personnel, family members, and guardians in a secure HIPAA compliant way.
Three reasons why ANCOR members should contact Therap:
•
Save Money
The Therap system is already saving providers money all over the country. It requires no set up fee, or the purchase of additional hardware/software. It also saves a huge amount of staff time.
• Improve Support Therap's reporting features allow providers to identify strengths and weaknesses across the agency. Improved communication improves timeliness and quality of support.
• Manage Risk and Compliance All Therap applications conform with specific state regulations and HIPAA. Privacy and security is given the highest priority. 
Models of Practice
Models of Practice: Consumer Panels
Consumer Panels Help Focus the Direction of the Organization
Christian Services residential program. It currently has 15 members and meetings are held each month. The individuals who participate in this monthly meeting have an opportunity to review and discuss behavioral plans and supports that are being proposed for individual services by Heritage Christian through its residential and day habilitation programs. The committee reviews each plan to ensure that it clearly identifies target behavior(s), intervention, teaching components, reinforcement and has clinical justification. Any questions or recommendations are then forwarded to the appropriate person for follow up. Committee members are then asked to give their approval or disapproval for each plan presented.
These two committees have led to an increased understanding of the needs of the people we serve throughout all levels of the organization. Receiving this feedback has further allowed the organization to respond in an appropriate and timely manner to issues affecting the quality of life of those we serve. By enabling open communication and coaching of employees, the timeliness and importance of their concerns is continually emphasized. The organization's support for these committees has enabled our consumers to network and challenge other self-advocate groups throughout New York State to enhance their advocating abilities. This has led to increased enthusiasm, involvement, and reinforces Heritage Christian Services' commitment to valuing the gifts of all individuals.
It has further resulted in the agency being inducted into New York State's COMPASS (Consumerism, Outcomes, Management Plan, and Agency Self Survey) program as one of the state's top service providers to people with special needs. 
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Advancing excellence in supports and services ~ Leading the way to communities of choice.
To inform, educate and network service providers to safeguard, develop, grow and extend their capacity to support the choices of people with disabilities.
• ANCOR will position itself as a knowledge broker, assisting customers as well as emerging customer groups to provide the most effective leading practices.
• ANCOR will serve as a catalyst for national efforts to enhance self-direction, choice and allocation of resources for customers/stakeholders across a broad spectrum of service models.
• ANCOR will serve as a national leader, knowledge broker and source of assistance on federal and state Medicaid issues • ANCOR will serve as a national leader in addressing the current and growing direct support workforce crisis.
• ANCOR will raise awareness and provide a framework from which to offer information, education and resources regarding performance excellence and quality outcomes.
• ANCOR will diversify its funding streams to increase revenue to achieve its goals, mission and vision.
• ANCOR will serve as a national leader, knowledge and research broker, and source of assistance on federal public policy and regulatory matters.
• ANCOR will use technology as the main platform on which to deliver information, knowledge and networking solutions efficiently and effectively to customers.
• ANCOR will leverage existing and aggressively seek out new partnerships to achieve its mission, vision and strategic objectives.
• ANCOR will actively articulate and promote its brand to a current and future customer base.
VISION MISSION ANCOR STRATEGIC OUTCOMES 2007-2009
profit restructuring are a number of factors: increased competition from a growing number of nonprofit organizations, for-profits entering into markets traditionally dominated by nonprofits, the advent of managed care strategies in which the government becomes a purchaser of outcomes rather than buyers of services, and the growing shortage of talented leaders. These factors are certainly present in the field of developmental disabilities. Add to these the dramatic increases over the past decade in the cost of health insurance, increased regulatory requirements, and higher fiduciary expectations for boards of directors, and the environment in which providers of services to individuals with intellectual, developmental and other disabilities operate is unstable and volatile, to say the least.
As a result, a number of restructurings have occurred in supports and
LINKS 15
May 2007 ANCOR-A national network of providers offering quality supports to people with disabilities. 
Strategic Restructuring
Corporate restructuring has been commonplace in the for-profit sector for several decades, most often in the Part I: Facing the Challenges of the Future through Strategic Restructuring form of mergers or acquisitions. While the primary motive for such restructurings is profit through efficiency, the drivers for nonprofit affiliations are more varied and complex. In some instances affiliation for survival overrides concerns for uniqueness of mission. In other cases, harmony of purpose and the opportunity to expand the scope of influence dominates the decision. In still other cases, the need to reduce overhead costs in order to redirect resources toward core functions is behind the restructuring. Regardless of the motivation, restructuring is now a tangible part of the not-for-profit service sector landscape with many examples of both successful and unsuccessful affiliations. Kohm and LaPiana (2003) have documented the increased frequency of nonprofit affiliations across the spectrum of arrangements from informal collaborations to full-blown mergers.
Contributing to considerations of nonSee Challenges page 16
Take advantage of this must-have resource!
With this manual, you will:
• Learn the key themes underpinning successful advocacy • Find a step by step guide to achieve your goals • Discover how to avoid common advocacy pitfalls These three initiatives marked major shifts in emphasis. Rather than reacting to opportunities to acquire small struggling programs or agencies, the emphasis has shifted to planned and strategic growth through affiliation with mission-compatible organizations and by targeting areas in which demand, funding and community support networks converge. Rather than relying on bequests and many small annual gifts to cover the loss from
Challenges, from page 15
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ANCOR-A national network of providers offering quality supports to people with disabilities.-www.ancor.org supports. These opportunities for informal partnership eventually led to higher level discussions between board chairmen and corporate executives to investigate more formal and permanent restructuring possibilities. Negotiations eventually resulted in a formal affiliation in which GSC is now a wholly controlled subsidiary corporation of Bethesda. It is half-way through a two year integration process which is not only merging functions into single systems, but is evaluating every functional area in both organizations in order to identify and implement best practices.
The principal driver behind this affiliation was, and continues to be, a shared mission and vision. Achieving synergies and efficiencies, improving effectiveness and reducing costs are all desirable goals, but these are secondary and more long-term in relation to the overriding belief that these two mission-compatible organizations are stronger and more effective together than they could be apart.
The affiliation has also made possible a strong case statement for potential donors, and the resource development function has undergone a significant change in its operating philosophy and practices. For example, approaching potential west coast donors has forced a change in professional methodologies away from those that were shown to be successful in a largely upper Midwest, rural, conservative population.
The third benefit from this affiliation has been the shift in thinking about how services are provided. Both BLHS and GSC had largely deinstitutionalized, with the large majority of their clients living in community-based settings. Still, quality was measured for the most part using a medical quality assurance system based on checklists and deficiencies in order to meet licensing requirements.
Although numerous Bethesda programs were accredited by CQL, none of GSC programs were accredited, and its Board was very concerned about building the capacity in GSC programs to seek and obtain accreditation. This became a key deliverable in the affiliation agreement. The integration process has led to the corporate-wide adoption of CQL quality measures as the best practice for ensuring the highest possible quality of supports and services based on individual personal outcome measures. CQL has also provided impetus for all other functional areas to examine their policies, procedures, work expectations, and even the corporate culture to see if they are compatible with and support this view of quality.
At this stage of the integration process, it is too early to tell whether the affiliation will result in synergies and savings or not. For Bethesda that would be nice but not necessary. The deeply felt desire to help another agency with a very similar mission that lacked the same financial resources was enough of a motivator.
America is fortunate to have many high quality mission-driven private providers of supports and services to people with disabilities. But recent changes in the field are raising significant challenges to many of these agencies. Many lack the financial reserves that would allow them to weather the vagaries of federal and state funding. Most organizations are being forced to allocate larger percentages of operating budgets to soaring costs of insurance and other overhead costs. And other agencies will struggle to devote the human resources necessary to meet increasing regulatory requirements.
It is a fairly rare occurrence in which two nearly mission-identical organizations such as Bethesda and Good Shepherd Communities can get "married" through a tight affiliation. At the same time, there are many other ways in which agencies can collaborate around non-mission-sensitive areas such as finance, IT, insurance, HR and resource development, even if they differ in programs, services, location, or denomination. There are a variety of ways in which these "back office" functions can be combined through collaborative structures, or even outsourced to partner-vendors.
It is evident that many nonprofit organizations will soon have little choice but to consider restructuring options in order to retain their core functions, or in the case of small under-funded agencies, to survive. While there is no one solution to every situation, understanding and exploring the possible options for strategic restructuring will increasingly become an imperative for the leaders of organizations offering supports and services to people with disabilities. The affiliation between Bethesda and Good Shepherd Communities is only one example of how organizations can strategically position themselves for a preferred future. 
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President, from page 1 power of numbers. We need those numbers. We need you to get off the sidelines and make your voice count. How many people do you touch, how many work in your agency, how many people do you support, how many family members are you involved with? The only way those people will come together is if you take the lead. Waiting for the rest of us just won't cut it. It's time.
The time is now. If we are going to do it, we need to do it now. We have the place: Washington. We have the date: September 11. We have the cause: HR1279. Now we need you. Let's put some new meaning into the date September 11. Six years ago that date changed the world and us. Let's change it again on this September 11 by converging on Washington, by getting thousands of our friends who couldn't make it calling their local congressional offices. This is a call to action. The time for words is over. We need to come to Washington in force. The time is now to join us in Washington whether you are a long-term supporter or new to the fight. The charge of the Human Services Council of the Member Services Division is to identify issues and priorities for workforce development; generate ongoing discussion and exchange on workforce issues among ANCOR member agencies; showcase innovative workforce development practices; and disseminate model practice and other information through LINKS, the ANCOR website, and online and other training events.
LINKS 19
Member Services
POSITION AVAILABLE E EX XE EC CU UT TI IV VE E D DI IR RE EC CT TO OR R
Tri-Valley Developmental Services, Inc., headquartered in Chanute, Kansas, a not-for-profit community based service provider serving adults with developmental disabilities in Allen, Bourbon, Neosho and Woodson counties (and also the Community Developmental Disability Organization for this four-county area) is seeking an Executive Director.
Responsibilities include overall administration of all activities of the organization. TVDS has a $6.3 million annual operating budget and employs 173 staff. The organization has a 33-year history of respected and progressive leadership, quality service and community-wide support. The Board of Directors seeks candidates with experience in budget and finance, communications, management/ supervision, and community building.
Required qualifications include Bachelor's degree, with Masters degree in administration desirable; experience in service delivery to persons with developmental disabilities; and five years management experience. Competitive salary commensurate with ability, experience and education. Excellent benefit package. Please send resume and cover letter to: TVDS Search Committee, Attention Human Resources, P.O. Box 518, Chanute, Kansas 66720. E EO OE E. . ICF/MR level of care into less restrictive settings. Members of our association are participating actively on several different work groups to facilitate this massive undertaking. In many cases individuals residing in our member organizations' homes are eight beds or less. The association believes strongly that the 300 bed organizations (state institutions) should be first on the list for downsizing! Iowa was just named the first in the nation to receive approval from CMS the Deficit Reduction Act's HCBS State Option for Habilitation Services. On a recent trip to DC I was struck by the level of interest by other states regarding this new program. As a result of an OIG audit and $6 million payback to CMS last summer, our state Medicaid director announced that the Adult Rehabilitation Option would end, affecting over 3,000 adults with mental illness. There are no mandated services still out on the impact of this increase on the provider community and the individuals receiving services.
There was no capacity within the legislation to address rate issues for our member organizations as a result of this increase. Providers have worked hard to maintain a gap between the minimum wage and starting salaries, but with a $2 increase, that gap was reduced significantly. Of course no one wanted to oppose the increase; we all support a living wage. The concern of our provider community is twofold: getting and retaining good staff, that can now earn nearly as much working at a retail store (with no paperwork!!); and job retention for clients. Employers have already expressed concern to our member organizations that they may not be able to retain our client/employees at the new wage level.
Iowa Over the past twenty-seven years I have had the pleasure of working both in the vocational rehabilitation and residential arenas, from line staff to executive leadership positions. The most important part of my experience is participating in assisting people with disabilities to live and experience life to the fullest, as they define it, and to foster opportunities for inclusion into our community life. I believe our services are a vital part of the human service infrastructure that is the "glue" that holds communities and all other infrastructures together (i.e. medical, education, economic development, governmental-police & fire, etc.).
I have been involved with our state association for over 12 years, serving as chair for three years and being actively involved in our legislative and contracts committee. Being a part of ANCOR is an important extension of helping our state association be more successful. ANCOR provides a tremendous service in being our voice at the national level. With the ever-changing face of regulations, funding, and service-focus, it is imperative that we, as providers, have a strong voice at the national and state level. ANCOR provides that linkage. Although I have only been involved for a short time with ANCOR, I have been very impressed with the quality and commitment of the members and staff. The networking has been tremendous. I have taken ideas received from conversations with members back to TCRS and used them to enhance the quality of our services.
At TCRS, our guiding principle in service delivery and management is to "create an environment that promotes the individual's self-esteem, personal growth, and selfsufficiency." ANCOR lives our principle. ■
State Rep Profile
ANCOR Leadership
ANCOR's 2007 Officers, Directors, State Representatives and Association Executives -along with contact informationcan now be found on the ANCOR web site.
• Visit ANCOR's home page
• Highlight ABOUT ANCOR
• On the menu that appears, click on LEADERSHIP
• Then click on the pdf of ANCOR Leadership.
Visit us on the web ... www.ancor.org
